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Fast-forwarding certain AVI's with ASS subs results in closing Multiman
09/18/2014 08:41 PM - Sergey Tverdokhleb
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Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 0%
Category: Video playback Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 4.8
Found in version: 4.7.171 Platform: PS3
Description

Hey there.

Found an issue which could probably be similar to this.
However, I'm trying to open AVI file (see attached part of that .avi file, sorry for the big file, FileSplitter refuses to cut it for some
reason) together with subs (also attached). Normally, watching this file without scrolling works fine, however scrolling in either way
(upon releasing scroll button) results in exiting multiman and probably this error in log (full log you can find attached):

> 00:01:06.269: PANIC [EMERG]:Cell decoder out of RSX memory
> 00:01:06.293: BACKTRACE [EMERG]:0x34e1b4: decoder_callback+0x4e4
> 00:01:06.293: BACKTRACE [EMERG]:0x10962b64: __do_global_ctors_aux+0xff2724c
> 00:01:06.294: BACKTRACE [EMERG]:0x1096672c: __do_global_ctors_aux+0xff2ae14
> 00:01:06.294: BACKTRACE [EMERG]:0x10a098c0: __do_global_ctors_aux+0xffcdfa8
> 00:01:06.294: BACKTRACE [EMERG]:0x10a09c68: __do_global_ctors_aux+0xffce350
> 00:01:06.295: BACKTRACE [EMERG]:0x10a09e70: __do_global_ctors_aux+0xffce558

The only thing that confuses me, is that fact, that I have 220 avi files in a dir, and about 20 first of them scrolls fine (they completly the
same, with same encoding etc), but the rest of them fails.

I guess it's something either with file or HDD (as it's reported in related issues), but I'm not totally sure and the log about out of
memory error confuses me much more.

I appreciate any help and thanks.

Related issues:
Duplicated by Bug # 2272: New old m2ts seeking crash is back Fixed 10/12/2014

History
#1 - 10/23/2014 11:44 PM - Andreas Smas
- Duplicated by Bug #2272: New old m2ts seeking crash is back  added

#2 - 10/23/2014 11:44 PM - Andreas Smas
- Target version set to 4.8

I believe this is a duplicate of #2272 and is fixed by now (since 4.7.326)

#3 - 10/24/2014 09:34 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Fixed
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https://showtimemediacenter.com/issues/1899


Files
showtime-0.log 48 KB 09/18/2014 Sergey Tverdokhleb
Naruto 031.ass 32.8 KB 09/18/2014 Sergey Tverdokhleb
Naruto 031.avi 305 MB 09/18/2014 Sergey Tverdokhleb
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